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1. Introduction 
川市enSilas is forced back to the farm， itis not as a result of his high 
moral character， at least not from an American (by which 1 refer specifi-
cally to the USA) point of view. Silas's problem was that he was unfit to 
survive in the new American marketplace. His return to the farm was in-
evitable because he was a type of national economic disgrace. He was un-
able， in Martin Sklar's terms， to make the transition from proprietary 
capitalism to corporate capitalism. He was unable and unfit to make the 
necessary transition. This paper examines， for the most part， various as-
pects of the “un五t"in the American economic sensibility. It explores what 
happens to those on the margins of economic development while living in 
a “developed" country. 
Dreiser， Wright， and Ellison are three of the五nestexamples after 
Howells， the “dean" of American literary realism himself --there are of 
course others we could al think of一一一 ofwriters who dealt with the mar-
gins and the ethics of the economics of American culture. The god in 
America， as Sklar， Girling， and others have pointed out， isunquestion-
ably the economic structure behind the idols企omHenry Adams'“dynamo" 
to the computers of today... certainly not Bill Gates himself， but the struc-
ture that he has created.一thecomputer before which we worship. 
Each writer in this study contributes an important page to this 
study. Howells， of course. is the timid perhaps to a degree unwitting in-
stigator of it all. Silas is pitiable in his attempts to become part of the 
New American Man tradition， this new Adonis as some have called him : 
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vertical to the world， facing the future as a solitary pragmatist who sees 
himself as a realist， needing no crutches to help himself into the world of 
success. Dr陀.モeiおse町工r包 Clyde is the next logical choice in this study: a boy/ 
man who is unprepared to deal with the New American fi白utu山lrebecause of 
the D免et悦tersof an Old Word Christian upbringing. The last two authors， 
Wright and Ellison， typiちTman in the margins， trying to survive in a 
world incapable of accepting those seeking horizontal relationships: rela阻
tionships based upon family or dwelling. Each section of this paper deals 
with the struggles of its protagonists to become part of a structure that 
has no central foundation; and as such， itdeals with the attempts made 
by its respective protagonists to make sense of his survival. 
1 . The Dream and the Disgrace: The Rise of Silas Lαphαm 
The importance of The Rise of Silαs Lαphαm is its lean toward the 
image of the successful twentieth century middle-class family striving af-
ter the shadows of Beacon Hill which symbolically and literally stink “like 
the hold of a ship after a three year's voyage" (39). A major complaint 
with The Rise of SilαsLα:phαm has been its inconsistency in its portrayal 
of Silas'scharacter. The image we have of him in the beginning is of a 
man whose fortune comes to him by chance and a man who then takes 
full advantage of the opportunities put before him in the fashion of the 
new American businessman. But this image seems to fal apart by the 
end of the novel. 
At the center of this importance and seeming inconsistency of the 
novel itself is the building of the “N ew House" which takes on a character 
of its own quite apart from that of the Laphams¥The house is forever the 
representation of the American Dream， and as the novel progresses， Si-
las's attempts at building it become clownish. He is the ultra masculine 
male attempting to establish the boundaries of the American Dream， try-
ing to discover what it is， create it and realize it but without any reference 
points， European or otherwise to build upon. 
Turn of the century consumer culture was busy about buying with a 
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passion which blossomed to absurdity during the Gilded Age as Americans 
purchased goods from the Orient， Europe， and around the world in order 
to find some starting point of their own. The end result was more often 
chaos. 
We see this chaos reflected in the description of the Lapham's draw-
ing room on Nankeen Square where it is painted in parti-colored paint 
and filled with a hideous array of contrasting objects of various shapes， 
sizes， and colors. There is no attempt for continuity anywhere. “These 
phantasms added their chill to that imparted by the tone of the walls， the 
landscape， and the carpets， and contributed to the violence of the contrast 
when the chandelier was lighted up full glare， and the heat of the whole 
furnace welled up 企omthe registers into the quivering atmosphere on one 
of the rare occasions when the Laphams invited company" (204). 
Silas is reaching toward the twentieth century with al of the desire of 
the romantic hero， only with the drag of turn of century realism ulti-
mately shaking him仕eeof those hopes， forcing him to confront the issue 
of his mortality balanced in a world driven by chance and biological deter四
minism. As the new American man facing the future in a “real Howell-
sian man's" world， Silas is unable to dwell. He is in transition， pushing at 
the borders of his dwelling， trying to stretch them， trying to reach beyond 
in "real" American fashion. And yet there is a direct correlation between 
his success in business and his inability to dwell on Beacon street that 
goes beyond the issue of social class and which has as yet to be explored 
in the scholarship. 
It was not simply the move仕omhis farm into a working class neigh-
borhood in Boston or his move企omthere to a non-working class environ-
ment that is at the heart of his inability to dwell on Beacon Street. It is 
not simply that he has no markers to identiちThimself as part of the elite. 
It isn't even simply a problem of knowing what design to follow. Silas has 
no solid reference point which would allow him to incorporate the building 
process into a dwelling of his own. His inability to build arises from the 
fact that he has no ground to build upon beyond the veil of propriety， the 
thin veneer of appearance. 
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For Silas， the mineral paint， as his wife notes， "was something more 
than business to him; it was a sentiment， almost a passion" (45). On one 
level， Silas tries to make paint， that which merely covers what is real un-
derneath， his ground. In the opening chapter of the book， as he is being 
interviewed by Bartley， a newspaper reporter doing a series of feature ar-
ticles called “The Solid Men of Boston，" Silas confesses， 
“1 believe in my paint. 1 believe it's a blessing to the world. 明乃len
folks come in， and kind of smell round， and ask me what 1 mix with 
it， 1 always say， 'Well， in the first place， 1 mix it with Faith， and af-
ter that 1 grind it up with the best quality of boiled linseed oil that 
money will buy¥"は5)
Silas's religion， his Faith， isthis thin covering of appearances. 
And later when Tom Corey comes to Silas for work it is Tom's re-
peated assertion "1 believe in it" three times with the missionary zeal of a 
new convert in the space of three pages which turns Silas's heart in favor 
of the boy's request to work for him.“Deeply moved" by Tom's confession 
of faith in his paint and “with the solemnity of prayer，" Silas responds 
“It's the best paint in God's universe" (70). 
Silas takes numerous preconceptions about how his house should be 
built and about how it should look to his initial interview with the archi-
tect who is to build his house. The architect， however， with the supporting 
voice of Mrs. Lapham， carefully tones down and changes each of Silas's 
suggestions and ideas. 
The architect， for example， suggests that rather than black walnut 
which Silas had set his heart on together with party colored paint， that Si-
las paint the drawing room in his new house with white paint with “a lit働
tle gold here and there" and 
under the c∞orn出1吋ice白garla工ndsof roses on a gold ground" (38). This suggeシ
tion， spoken with authority， sucks the wind out of Silas. In the end as 
Irene later explains to Tom Corey， itis actually the architect and Mrs. 
Lapham who do the original planning of the house. Silas is merely a 
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background figure boasting about it and taking credit for it later (and 
without authority) to Tom Corey. 
Already when Tom happens along the Back Bay and meets Silas for 
the first time， Silas is at war with his New House even before it is physi“ 
cally built: lying about his role in it's design， boasting about it， mytholo-
giZIng about it， and generally humiliating his daughters who are also pre-
sent as he talks about his plans for its construction and brags about how 
much he has spent and expects to spend on it. ''You can't have a nice 
house for nothing，" he tells Tom. “It's just like ordering a picture of a 
painter. You pay him enough， and he can afford to paint you a first-class 
picture; and if you don't， he cant. That's al there is of it" (50). 
For Silas， not only does money determine creativity as numerous crit-
ics have already pointed out， but like the gold paint which the architect 
has suggested be used as the ground for “garlands of roses，" it is the thin 
uncertain ground of Silas's existence. Silas's discussion with Tom shows 
his discomfort and even disaffection for the house仕omit's earliest con-
struction in spite of his pride in it. His pride is his shield against uncer-
tainty and fear of inadequacy which eventually leads to anger. 
Though Silas shows more intelligence than Edith Wharton's protago宿
泊st，his responses to circumstances seem to be governed by childhood 
training much the same as Ethan Fromes's behaviors are. Both respond 
to events in predictable ways. Both respond out of habit. Neither of them 
critically evaluate anything with regard to their predicaments: they 
merely struggle with questions of propriety. Silas seems to have no con-
science about driving his partner out of business. That was， after al， 
business. He helps Zerrilla out of the same sense of propriety that he fol-
lows when he refuses to cheat the British businessmen. 
In his argument with his wife over his treatment of Mr. Rogers， he 
steadfastly claims his innocence. Silas is bound to his notions of “right 
and justice，ηwhich he accepts without reflection and without dis-
pute. This becomes equally clear when his wife later con仕ontshim with 
the presence of“another woman" in his office. SHas refuses to compromise 
his diignity by entertaining the notion and places the responsibility for dis-
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covering the truth squarely upon his accuser. 
Silas would not have been able to inhabit the house on Beacon Street 
even if he hadn't unintentionally burnt it down. Inhabitation iInplies the 
internalization of a habit， the forgetfulness of a place. Had Silas not 
bUI・neddown his house， he might have lived in it; however， the house 
would always have been imposing itself on him， always have needed look-
ing after and alteration like ilイittingclothes. 
The evidence to support the notion that the burning of Silas's New 
House was slightly more than an accident is strong though admittedly not 
overwhelming. But the evidence that does exist cannot be ignored. Silas， 
perhaps on a couple of levels-conscious andJor unconscious-burned it down 
intentionally. 
No sooner does Silas confess to himself that he must turn the New 
House over to a broker， then her repents of it， and that night :“日eslept 
at last on1y upon the promise he made himself that he would withdraw 
the house from the broker's hands" (294). But he knows that he must 
either sell it or have it taken away 合omhim. 
The next day when he is informed that there is a party already mak-
ing a fair offer on the house， he replies to the broker that he will “give 
him an answer in the morning." This is the same answer that he 1ater 
gives to Mr. Rogers about whether or not he will sell the investment prop-
erty to him even though he has a1ready made up his mind about not se11-
lng. 
Silas's reaction is indicative of a pattern of putting off the inevitab1e 
unti1 he can regroup. In fact in the case of the New House， he is com町 i
pelled to visit it and wrestle with it much as he does with the dilemma set 
before him by Mr. Rogers. He rea1izes that the house is much more than 
a physical structure :“[It was] not rnerely part of the landscape; [it was] 
a part of his pride and glory， his success， his triumphant life's work which 
was fading into fai1ure in his helpless hands" (294). He then walks 
through the whole house examining every room as one who is saying good-
bye. He knows he must 10se the New House one way or the other. 
Then on a “whirn" he decides to test the music room chimney. It is as 
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he is observing the f1ame in the fireplace that Silas begins to toy at least 
on some level with the idea of burning the house down. But rather than 
talking directly about the house， "he said to himself that that party， who-
ever he was， who had offered to buy his house might go to the devil; he 
would never sell it as long as he had a dollar" (296). And then he begins 
to fantasize about buying out his West Virginia competitors. 
This is complete fantasy. Silas is a businessman. And while he is 
unschooled and unrefined， he is not ignorant. He knows very well， even 
before he later approaches Bellingham and later the West Virginia people， 
that these younger businessmen wi11 never se11 as long as they can show 
profits that are capable of sinking him. There is absolutely no rational 
reason for them to se1. 
Silas continues there by the fire， smoking his cigar. He talks brief1y 
with a passing police officer. All the while this fantasy is going on in his 
head， yet he knows that it is a positively absurd idea. When he is fin-
ished with his cigar he “stamped upon the embers that stil burned with 
his heavy boots" (297). The text does not read that he stamped them 
out. It reads that he “stamped upon" them， then “went home." Whether 
his act was conscious or unconscious， he had no conscious intention of ac-
tually putting them out. 
For Silas， the decision to burn down his house comes as a relief， and 
he shows this in his cheer五llnessduring dinner that evening. But sti1， he 
must make sure that the deed is done， so that evening “He made Penelope 
go to the theatre with him" (297). And after the theatre， he didn't even 
have to work his way through the croud“to make sure it was his" house. 
He knew it was his， as he confesses，“1 guess 1 done it Pen" (298). And 
later that evening he tells his wife，“We11， Persis， our house is gone! And 1 
guess 1 set it on fire myself' (298). These are half confessions. Because 
without the full story neither his wife nor Penelope would ever think that 
he did it intentionally. 
In fact， Silas doesn't admit it to himself as we see when he carries his 
fantasy as his“sole hope" to Bellingham. And when Bellingham suggests 
that Silas sell out to the West Virginia company， Silas behaves like a 
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petulant child， continuing in his denial of the obvious. But his behavior is 
more than a denial. In a way it is a confession of what happened to the 
house. 
Silas says， "There aint money enough in this country to buy out my 
paintn (300). Just as he “stamped upon" the burning embers spreading 
them around the music room to let his house burn down， so also would Si-
las rather let the paint business fal down around him than get rid of it. 
The paint is， as we have seen above， his religion and his Faith. It's what 
he believes in. It's what he prays to. Without his paint he has nothing. 
躍. The Impossibility of the Dream : An Americαn Tr，αgedy 
An Americαn Tr，αgedy， by Theodore Dreiser is filled with frequent 
philosophical interruptions on the part of the narrator in order to explain 
exactly what he is doing and why. Little if anything is left to the imagi-
natioD. Dreiser believes that man is determined by environmental and 
hereditary forces beyond his control. Clyde is born into a dismally poor 
family that lives in a miserable neighborhood. His parents are weak and 
ineffectual. His early childhood is marked by humiliation， not only the 
humi1iation of being poor but the humiliation of being made into a public 
spec七acle.This continues until he is old enough to escape into poor paying 
jobs that take him away from his family's affairs. 
In line with this thought， Dr陀.泡ei也seぽr乍 bitternessand resentment against 
his fat出he町r'包，旨sstern religious convictions is over問whe叫lr訂m凶n凶1註i凶n唱g副lyapparent i泊nt出hi誌S 
novel. It is seen in the simple-minded religion of Clyde's parents as con-
trasted with the falsehood of the judgmental“real" church that is seen as 
being responsible for convicting Clyde and which turns its back on Clyde's 
mother at the end of the novel. It is further seen in the futility of Mrs. 
Gri任三th'sfaith as she attempts to 企eeher son， the Rev. Duncan McMillan 
who plays god with Clyde's life at the end， and every other character in 
the novel who appears to have any religious faith at al. In general， relig-
ious people are lampooned as misfits in a world that can no longer believe 
in a Creator. 
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At the end of the novel it is clear that Dreiser wants the reader to see 
Clyde as Innocent. He also would have us blame Reverend McMillan for 
failing to give the governor the facts that could save Clyde's life. This， 
however， does not work entirely because Clyde chose to swim away and al-
low Roberta to drown rather than wait until she had splashed around and 
exhausted herself in her panic and then rescue her. He lets her drown. 
He is therefore just as♂ユiltyof murder as he would have been if he had 
shoved her into the water intentionally. It doesn't do any good to argue 
that Dreiser remains objective in his use of Reverend McMillan after 
spending the whole of the first book of the novel venting his spleen 
against the weirdness of religiosity. 
Clyde reminds one of many other characters written in novels baek at 
the turn of the century (Sister Cm・riein Dreiser's novel of the same name， 
McTeague in the novel of the same name by Frank Norris， the “boy円 ln
Crane's The Red Bαdge of Courαge) in that， just as they are， he is a pas幽
sive individual with a representative“American" innocence.1 None of 
these characters act upon their environment so much as they respond to 
choices that arise in the way that they have been preconditioned to re-
spond. 
Clyde， like every other character in the novel， ishungry for social and 
financial success. Dreiser underscores this by having the wealthy and 
C戸lIcalGertrude Trumbull make this point to Clyde at a party :“People 
like money even more than they do 100ks"(320). Dreiser sets these two 
characters apart in a dialogue as an “aside" very carefully. At五rstglance， 
Gertrude is simply a mechanism to emphasize to us Clyde's attractiveness 
to al the ladies. But on closer inspection， Clyde represents the simple 
部lywith good looks who has nothing but desires success. Gertrude repre-
sents the clever girl，“not so good looking，" who desires love but doesn't 
know how to communicate it.2 That is， her wealth does her no good be-
cause she is not good looking and does not know how to get what she 
wants through verbal gracefulness. Both are doomed to failure; thus， we 
are shown the equally empty world of the wealthy while at the same time 
we watch Clyde， the proud but frightened stag， make his way through this 
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foreign Darwinian forest. 
It is no accident， of course， that on Clyde's五rstvisit to his uncle's 
home he sees a cast iron stag being chased by cast iron dogs across the 
1awn. Pursuit imagery fils the nove1仕ombeginning to end. At the end 
of Book One (145)， Clyde begins “crawling on hands and knees at first in 
the snow south， south and west， a1ways toward some of those distant 
streets..." and he never stops. He is described at various times as 
“もhunt臼edι"“、ahunted ar凶1註imaι1，"“、pr陀ey仏円 and a出S“、ades叩pera抗tea工沿1註ima叫1." Those 
in pursuit are described inequally animal terms :“like a wild bull" (Ma-
son in the courtroom). Dreiser uses this to point out that this is a world 
where on1y the fit survive. Of course， too， the narrator b1atantly tells us 
this several times just to make sure we understand and that we haven't 
missed anything along the way. 
Again， Clyde reminds me of McTeague in the sense that they are both 
like bewildered insensitive animals. Neither of them ever really knows 
what is going on around them. Events simply happen， the meaning and 
significance of which escapes them entirely. The perfect picture of this 
comes at the end of McTeague where McTeague has just discovered that 
he is hand-cuffed to a dead man who has been pursuing him deep into a 
desert “and he stood there 100king around himself stupidly." 
The difference， though， between the way N orris and Dreiser tel the 
stories of these similar characters is enormous. The most obvious differ-
ence is that while the reader knows what is going to happen to both char-
acters， Nor・ris'snarrator does not intrude into his narration to explain 
every few pages the psychological and sociological imp1ications of one 
event that will necessarily result in such and such a future event. He 
simply tells the story and leaves the reader to draw the obvious conclu-
sions. McTeague's great claim to fame as a “dentist" (though he has had 
no formal training) is that he can pull teeth quicker than anyone else by 
just using his bare五ngers. That pretty much says it al. Noηis doesn't 
need to tel us that down the road this is going to lead to questions about 
his professional credentials. It simply happens， and we are not surprised. 
The pleasure that 1 found in An Americαn Tragedy was in my narr仕
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tive of it， certainly not in the style of the narrative in which it was writ-
ten. By that， 1 mean the narrative of the story that 1 created as 1 read the 
story， my re-creation of the story. 
When Clyde read the newspaper article about the accidental drowning 
at Pass Lake in the Times-Union of Albany and considered drowning 
Roberta as an escape合omhis problems， he was not doing anything new. 
He was not doing anything that he had not already been doing in his 
search for “A noiseless， pathless， quarrelless solution of al his present dif-
ficulties， and only joy before him forever" (440). Also， when Mr. Catchu-
man observes that“as a plotter of crime Clyde was probably the most ar幽
resting example of feeble and blundering incapacity he had ever met" 
(590)， the reader cannot but be in complete agreement. 
Clyde cut himself off from his past， fleeing from an automobile acci-
dent because he had little understanding of the world in which he lived. 
He had already long perceived himself as伊ulty，to be blamed for sneak-
ing away from the high ground of his parents' dwelling; and thus deserv-
ing of prosecution for unnamed crimes. In his escape from Kansas City， 
he saw himself as a criminal in a world which enticed and pursued him at 
the same time. Yet because of his parental upbringing， his attempts to 
find any solutions are “feeble，" and this every act manifests his “blunder“ 
ing incapacity." 
This is where much criticism begins with Theodore Dr問.万ei白seぽ工r恰 An 
Amη~erバ唱'icαn Trαgedy， and rightly so. But there is another dimension to the 
“noiseless， pathless， quarrlless solution" that has to do with the cause of 
Clyde's rootlessness. While most every critic has noted Clyde's rejection of 
his parent's values as well as his upbringing， little attention has been paid 
to the fact that Clyde also rejects his parents themselves. 
After he flees 合omKansas City to Chicago， he contacts his mother 
out of loneliness alone. She is someone who can communicate with him in 
the prison if his own ignorance. Like Huck， Clyde Gri伍thsis forever丑印刷
ing from one place to another. And like Huck， Clyde is doomed to failure 
合omthe beginning. Raised as he was in a family of poor ignorant Chris剛
tian street preachers， he was never schooled in the social graces which 
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might have prepared him for success in the business world. Whereas his 
cousin Gilbert is the new American man with his face pointed boldly if 
somewhat arrogantly at the future， Clyde is the uneducated man tied to 
outmoded European traditions who is neither prepared nor fit to survive 
in the new world. 
IV. Prophet of Modern America : Nαtive Son 
Together with his cat， blind prophetess， and staff Bigger is the sha国
man prophet of modern day America. In Wright's Nαtiue Son， Max serves 
as the spokesman for the people and Bigger Thomas serves as the image 
of the Black people which Wright uses for this purpose. Looking back 
through the earlier parts of the novel before we even meet Max， one finds 
that Max and the narrator often speak with the same voice， the same di-
dactic resonance. This is why， when we五nallydo meet Max， we have the 
sense that we have already met him， that he has been with us al along 
throughout the novel. 
Bigger is guilty of murder， of the third degree manslaughter， the acci-
dental killing， of Mary Dalton (the rich idealistic air-head for whom he 
works) and the second degree murder， the murder of passion， of Bessie 
(his lover). Bigger does nothing in a premeditated way. The numerous al-
lusions to Bigger in animal terms， not only by the Chicago presses and 
others of his tormenters， but also by the narrator， press the attention of 
the reader toward a primal image or typology of Bigger as something more 
(to avoid repeating，“bigger"). 
As a typology， one can see Bigger as a Biblical Ham (see， Genesis 9 : 
20働25)exposing and picking at the shame and fears of an oppressive or-
der. But in this sense， Bigger becomes almost t00 typecast. As Ham， Big-
ger is almost too isolated in the tent of his shame to be anything more 
than a caricature. At the risk of pushing thIs Late NoahIc parallel too far， 
Bigger commits the sin of his (Ham's) father and drinks on h泊五rstas-
signment， dulling further an already duU wit. Bigger" by ennrging m0re 
than simply the local community， outdoes his deceased natural father， 
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who was， predictably， killed by an angry mob in抗ississippi.
The nature of the universe in which Bigger has found himself reaches 
and stretches backward in a single line from the man that Bigger desires 
to see himself as， that is， his ideal， al the way back to primal instinct and 
creation. It is a line that extends 合omwhat Bigger sees as the white 
world back to himself and Nature. 
The actions that resulted in the death of those two women were as 
instinctive and inevitable as breathing or blinking one's eyes. It 
was an act of creation! (366) 
But the man that Bigger desires to see himself as is only a social con-
struct， something that does not exist in reality. This is evidenced by his 
reaction to the screaming mob outside the courthouse. 
The image that the screaming community has assigned to Bigger is 
pithecanthropic in appearance and completely savage in character. 
Next， connecting Bigger to nature itself along this line from the world 
of the white man to Bigger is the white cat who is really the sole witness 
to the murder. Bigger's initial reaction to the cat is at first hesitant. He 
considers destroying the cat along with Mary. But then， he decides that 
since the cat cannot talk， itwould be unnecessary to kill it. Later， when 
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton come out to give a statement to the press， the cat fol-
lows Mr・s.Dalton (who has unknowingly bestowed the “last rights" on 
Mary) out on the stairs. Immediately the cat ider式市esthe killer by leap-
ing up on Bigger's shoulders， uniting him to the natural forces that are fi-
nally behind his undoing (Buckley， the States Attorney， isdescribed as 
looking quickly “like a cat" over the crowd of people). 
Mrs. Dalton is continually described in ghostlike terms :“her face and 
hair were completely white; she seemed to him like a ghost，" and again， 
“someone who he himself could scarcely see" (this is repeated several 
times)， also，“a white blur was standing by the door， silent， ghostlike" 
Oater the “white blur" moves toward him in“the shadows of the room"). 
The next morning after the murder， Mrs. Dalton continues to appear be-
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neath him in the room below and once at his door without making a 
sound; and later at the press conference，“Ghostlike， Mrs. Dalton moved 
noiselessly down the steps until she came to Mr. Dalton's side， the big 
white cat following her." 
First， itis the cat who sees. Mrs. Dalton is blind. Second， Mrs. Dal-
ton serves as priestess praying over her daughter at Mary's death 
bed. Third， inthe prison cel scene， when Bigger's mother pleads for her 
son， she first goes on her knees to this “ghostlike" creature “white as the 
wall behind her，" in other words the “Spirit." When this doesn't work， she 
turns to the Father who is often spoken of in godlike terms as well. But 
as both of them tel her，“Mrs. Thomas， there's nothing we can do. This 
thing is out of our hands." Mary is dead. 
Christ is spoken of as“the first man Adam" in 1 st Corinthians 
15. Bigger is spoken of in pre-Adamic terms according to the “double crea-
tion" theory and also as a Christ五gure，making Bigger a Christ whom 
Mary could not bring to the birth. 
1 remember thinking at the time that 1 read the scene for the 
first time that comparing the cigar smoking Buckley to a cat， as Wright 
does， was awkward at best. The only explanation 1 could come up with 
was that Wright was thrusting the metaphor at his readers. It is not 
merely man judging Bigger， but nature itself. Nature was judging nature 
and五ndingit guilty. The nature of man was looking at the nature of the 
universe and declaring it blamable. This is why at the end of the novel， 
as “Max groped for his hat like a blind man" in order to rejoin “civiliza-
tion，" Bigger is not able to∞me to terms with the ever widening paradox 
of the situation， and he cries， 
“What 1 killed for must've been good!" Bigger's voice was full of 
frenzied anguish. "It must have been good! When a man kills， it's 
for something.…1 didn't know 1 was really alive in this world until 
1 felt things hard enough to kil for 'em.... It's the truth， Mr. Max." 
This exclamation flies in the face of those scholars who have attempted to 
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dismiss Bigger as sociopathic. But his attempt to justiちTsomething that 
needs no justi五cationon his part is hollow. Bigger is left， like the “lnvls-
ible man，" without an identity in a universe of blind men， ina universe of 
those who don't know that they are being manipulated and controlled by 
oppressive forces al around them. He is not able to realize that it is fi-
nally the act of killing in its simplest form that gave him identity and 
opened his eyes. Unless he is able to allow this to fal away he will go to 
the electric chair just as beaten and hesitant as his frail sister who steals 
small bites仕omher plate as though she were伊lilty for taking 合omthe 
plate in order to feed herself. 
The unmarked boarder between the city and the Black Belt jungle is 
clearly stated. Continuing along the line from the white world to Bigger， 
we reach N ature or the primeval creation. Descriptions of the quiet city 
streets contrast sharply with the tangle of over回crowdedtenements where 
small children lie on the next bed watching their parents work at bringing 
more children into the world. 
This is the most elemental level in the sense that the world as seen 
by Bigger through the narrator is dark and often swirling. When it begins 
to clear， that is， when light threatens to break through， his reaction is to 
want to “blot it out with the wave of his hand." Going back to the begin-
ning of the novel in his con仕ontationwith Gus， when Gus points out Big-
ger's fear of robbing a white man， Bigger's reaction is to actively cover up 
his fear with a seemingly pointless act of violence that will allow him to 
avoid his fear. 
V. Prophet from the Underground : The lnvisible Man 
If， as Wright's仕iendFrederic Wertham， M.D. does in his article on 
Nαtive Son and Gary Trudeau's Roland Headly， Jr. did years ago with 
Reagan's brain， we were to explore Ellison's psyche in an attempt to dis-
cover what reflections of his past appear in his work lnvisible Mαn， we 
would probably discover that our results were al but irrelevant. Like 
Leopold Bloom， the “invisible man" achieves a level of universality that 
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neither Bigger nor Reagan ever possessed. 
The novel on one level can be seen as a search for identity. That is， 
the personality of the “invisible man" progresses 仕ominnocence to self-
understanding through a series of increasingly complex events. He begins 
with a complete embrace of his grandfather's "yes 'em to death" which 
manifests itself in his eagerness to please a world that continually insists 
on reducing him to the level of mechanism. The world that he enters 
treats him with hypocrisy and hostility which he continually excuses evel}ん
one， feeling as he does that he has somehow deserved the violence which 
progressively alienates him. By the end of the novel， however， his life has 
become a repudiation of the mechanistic view of man， and he is turning 
his attention tentatively toward the outside world with a view to action 
and self-assertion. 
From another point of view， the invisible man， like Herzog， isEvery-
man. Like Everyman he must五ndout who his real friends are and what 
is truly valuable. The briefcase he carries is not security. It won't help 
him. 狂ecan't take it with him into paradise. And even if he could， it
wouldn't serve to justify him. At the same time he is trapped in the sha-
dows of right and wrong without any clear idea of which way to go or 
whose rules to follow. 
It is Dr. Bledsoe who sends the narrator on his way and who closes 
the door behind him with letters of reference that say in effect，“Keep This 
Nigger Boy Running." Thus， his actual journey for truth and identity be-
gins at the bus station as he sets out to go to the north which is symbolic 
of hope and possibility. 
The journey for truth within any quest motif must begin with rituals 
of purification. In the case of the invisible man， these rituals are per司
verse. The “battle royal" becomes his symbolic “trial of merit" and the 
visit to the Golden Day saloon becomes the black mass of his final prepa-
ration before departure. 
At the Golden Day saloon which was built originally as a church， Mr. 
N orton ironically goes仕ombeing several respectable representatives of 
American culture to finally“the Messiah" (73). The events and atmos田
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phere are carnivalesque in the Bakhtinian“serio“comical" sense. AlI the 
elements are there including the veteran doctor's comment about “Such 
things as most peasants and folk peoples almost always know through ex-
perience， though seldom through conscious thought..." (84).3 
Dr. Bledsoe's reaction to the whole thing is one of surprise and one of 
self同preservation. To the invisible man， he replies “Why， the dumbest 
black bastard in the cotton patch knows that the only way to please a 
white man is to tell him a lie!羽市atkind of education are you getting 
around here?" And， in an act of self-preservation， removes this dangerous 
form of“innocence"合omthe Edenic community. 
The narrator goes from Mr. Bledsoe number one to New York where 
he meets Mr. Bledsoe number two， known as Lucius Brockway. These two 
characters are one and the same with the exception of their names and 
their jobs. Both would do anything to retain their positions. Both “yes'em 
to death" in order to maintain their places in a world controlled by 
whites. 
Even after the invisible man has learned 合omthe son of Mr. Emerson 
(who is strangely reminiscent of the veteran) that the seven letters of re-
commendation are in fact not what he thinks they are， he stil has not 
learned. He realizes that a sort of terrible joke has been played on him， 
but he goes no further beneath the surface. Instead， he buys into， in 
Olderman's words，“the scapegoat myth， that he is the pincushion for 
other people's failures" (149). He has learned nothing about himself; he 
has simply blamed others for his own ignorance and failure. 
The scene three levels underground at the Liberty Paint Company lit-
erally explodes with symbolic complexity， too much so to tackle in this 
brief paper. Our narrator is once again treated like a machine， quiets his 
anger with dreams of revenge， and before long his passivity has become 
responsible for causing an explosion. 
The hospital scene builds the carnivalesque to a hysterically funny cli-
max as the doctors wave signs 担金ontof him that read “Who Are You?" 
“What Is Your Name?" One is reminded of Ringo Starr doing isometric 
contractions (Big '0'， little '0' -Big '0'， little '0') in front of a meterman as 
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the Magic Christian is raising the stakes， paying the meterman to eat a 
parking ticket that he has just put on his car. 
Mary Rambo is an interesting character. She finds the invisible man 
when he faints because he is stil sick and weak and gives him hope and 
encouragement. More than that， she appears to me to be the only truly 
self-motivated person in the novel until the end when the invisible man 
appears to be emerging合omhis lair. This makes her ownership of the 
black sambo statue sadly incongruous， even disturbing and out of place. 
Still， the scene after our narrator has broken the statue and is trying to 
get rid of it is so funny it almost makes up for it. Almost. 1 just wish it 
hadn't been at Mary's expense.4 
After a spontaneous speech where an old couple are being dispos-
sessed， the narrator is discovered by the Brotherhood. The Brotherhood is 
just a more devious perpetuation of the exploitation that he has experi-
enced in the past. 百ebecomes passive again. He accepts the name and 
identity they give him. It is during this time， though， that he comes to re-
alize that his failures are his own. And then， when Tod is driven insane， 
or “outside of history，" and takes up selling dancing paper dolls on the 
street， and then is killed by a white policeman， the narrator takes on the 
responsibility of Tod's funeral. He acts. But he has stil not discovered 
his own invisibility or his own identity.5 
According to Horowitz，“Ellison shows him [the invisible man] as a 
Christ beginning his ministry [as he comes out of the hospital and speaks 
spontaneously at the eviction of the old black couple] which ministry will 
end on a mount" (130). The “mount" of the New Testament alluded to 
here is， of course， where the funeral is held for Tod. This would seem to 
be a clear symbolic parallel. The Brotherhood， a politically underground 
movement， could then be seen as the Powers of Darkness. Then his de-
scent into the coal pit to escape the white men could be seen as his de-
scent into hel1. There is， however， no resurrection or ascension， foresha-
dowing the second coming， only the rumblings of the Bear. 
In a ridiculous disguise that would no doubt have deceived no one， the 
invisible man discovers the real truth behind Rinehart， both pimp and 
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preacher， raking in money 合omboth directions. After that， he decides to 
tell the Brotherhood what they want to hear. But his efforts to live and 
operate hypocritically only lead to chaos. 
The carnivalesque tempo grows as the riots hit Harlem and Ras ap司
pears on horseback in a wild costume with his black men， The invisible 
man has to escape with only his briefcase. Then， very soon afterward， he 
has to run again from white men who want to see what it is inside his 
briefcase. This is where he enters， or falls into， his lair. He knocks him-
self out in his anger when he discovers the treachery of the Brotherhood 
Leader. He becomes the Bear in hibernation. 
V1. Conclusion 
Howells was instrumental in setting the stage for a new sensibility in 
American arts and letters. This stage was economic in character. It was 
also Darwinian. It held to the notion that the human species had to 
struggle with a high degree of efficiency to survive. Weaker forms of the 
human animal could be used as farm animals or burden bearers (cf.， 
Crane， Garland， Norris， et al.) until they died out altogether. But those 
who survived had a responsibility to care for and increase their own 
breed. This is particulary evident in Dreiser. But in the last two novels 
we see those struggles of the “outsider" to Western civilization symbolized 
by the two sides of the A企o-Americanstruggle: those who fight back as 
individuals (because they are after al American by birth and education) 
and those who try to rationalize. 
Ultimately doomed to failure within the New American World are 
those who are stil raised with Old World values like Silas and Clyde 
(τ'heron Ware， and the list goes on). Those who， like Bigger and the invis-
ible man， have had no “proper" cultural grounding in corporate structure 
are doomed to failure as well， even more so because they don't even know 
why they are failing. In modern American literature， the New American 
man is the corporate disciple who worships at the idols of corporate crea-
tion. We see this in Hemingway， Fitzgerald， Steinbeck， Bellow， Barth， 
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DeLillo， and many others. The hope of the Arnerican future is in company 
cooperation as Harry Morgan learns too late and Lyle and Pammy Wy-
nant seem to know all along. 
Notes 
1. Kafka's and some of Zola's main characters also possess an innocence about 
the world in which they live; however， neither Kafka's nor Zola's characters are 
stupid or insensitive. While they often do not know what is going on in the 
world outside of them， they do have an awareness of the struggles going on in司
side of them. 
2. Another rather obvious point is the mechanistic relationships that exist be-
tween the characters. That is， Clyde's meeting Roberta on the lake mirrors in 
language that of Sondra's meeting Clyde in her car with the chauffem¥The re-
lationships are also mechanistic in a formulaic sense in that Roberta is to Clyde 
as Clyde is to Sondra. Also， Roberta is to Clyde as Clyde was to Hortense. On 
the surface， this seems to suggest for Clyde and for the self-righteous people who 
convict him that attractiveness should dissolve social boundaries. However， Ger-
trude tells it like it is. Without money these relationships mean nothing more 
than仕ivolousplay. 
3. Just briefly， following Bakhtin's definition: First， the "new relationship to 
reality" is introduced in three ways: 1. Mr. Norton must deal with the revela-
tion of his own internal latent incestuous conflicts brought about from his con-
tact with the farmer. His landing in the Golden Day does not allow him to es-
cape from the contact with the farmer between the safe white linens of a hospi-
tal bed somewhere ; 2.The veteran doctor reveals his life story， explaining how 
his qualifications as an exceptional surgeon could not bring him any dignity ; 3.
The veteran doctor tells MI・.Norton what the invisible man is and what will be-
∞立問。Ifhim.
Bakhtin's second characteristic of "insufficiently mature experience" is the 
most obvious. The invisible man understands neither the implications of Mr. 
Norton's visit with the farmer nor the explanations of the veteran doctor. 
And finally， the entire scene or event Cin the RicQeurian sense which allows us 
to include the conversation with the farmer) escapes the constraints of a single 
genre or style. That is， the event consists of tragedy， comedy， lofty rhetoric， 
lyric， etc. 
4. And while we're at it， after the blind preacher at the college， do we really 
need Brother Jack to pop out his glass-eye darkly? 
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5. The reader will remember the image of the shoeshine boy dancing for pennies 
and the narrator moving spastically on the electrified carpet. Singleton points 
out that “Throughout the novel， dancing is associated with hopelessness" (167). 
Indeed， as he states of the dancing doll，“The political equivalent of such enter-
tainment is death"(167). 
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